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The Missing Link in CRM 

In the beginning . . . 
The Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems of today have deep 
roots. Many of those roots go back twenty years to the beginnings of PC-based 
“contact managers.”  Over time, the contact applications became networked, and 
contact management software moved up from “personal information manager” 
(PIM) to shared workgroup application.  Sales people became the largest group 
of contact management users.  So it was that “Salesforce Automation” -- SFA -- 
was born. 
 
Despite some modest success in improving the effectiveness of marketing 
programs and heightening the ability of sales people to pursue leads, the vast 
majority of SFA applications never realized their potential. Often, sales people 
saw the PC as an impediment to selling: they spent too much time hunting for 
information along with too much time typing in leads and call reports.  And, even 
when SFA made the selling process more efficient, it did nothing for the 
customer.  It didn’t improve the buying experience. The customer received no 
increased value. The seller / buyer “relationship” remained basically the same: 
adversarial.  
 
The problem was that SFA is not a truly interactive, collaborative process, and 
that stood in the way of creating successful customer relationships. 
Communications – that typically start out by pushing information at a prospective 
customer – are conducted in discrete, disconnected steps: an offer is sent; there 
is, hopefully, a response; a follow-up communication is made, and so on.  
 
It’s a different story today. Old patterns of “selling to” customers – perceived by 
some as “shoving products down their throats” – continue to evolve into 
collaborative approaches to customer and client needs.  The evolution of 
Contact Management to Salesforce Automation to Customer Relationship 
Management is nearly complete. 
 
CRM enables customers to better communicate their needs so that marketing 
and sales people can match them with the right products and services, and the 
right message. It also enables a company to synchronize more closely the 
purchase cycle to those needs. The net effect is that buyers can begin to 
influence the type, frequency and delivery mechanisms for on-going purchases, 
service and support.  
 
All this now means that customer relationships can finally become the true 
partnerships long sought by marketers.  But, for organizations to execute CRM 
properly to manage their most valuable processes, customer acquisition and 
retention, the tools and methods must be truly interactive. The question now is 
where this evolution is leading.  
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You’ve embraced CRM.  Isn’t that enough? 
Your company has embraced the concept of Customer Relationship Marketing 
(CRM), invested heavily in a system, and it has worked as advertised. CRM has 
helped you target prospects with compelling offers. The system broadcasts 
offers electronically and then directs the telephone and email responses to the 
right inside sales groups. Your telemarketers effectively qualify the prospects 
and use the CRM  system’s sophisticated lead distribution facility to farm out the 
job of “closing” to the direct sales force. The sales group then uses contact 
management tools to do a timely, professional job of following up the qualified 
leads, making appointments and closing sales. Once a sale closed, a support 
group gets easy access to all the contact data so that customer service calls can 
be handled professionally. 
 
Sounds like a lot – a pretty good deal – doesn’t it?  But, it’s not enough in today’s 
fluid, highly competitive environment. To get the most leverage out of your all-
important customer relationships, a CRM system should do more -- much more.  
 
What more do you need? 
Getting the greatest value-added from your investment requires that you go 
beyond traditional CRM functions. The evidence, based on SiteScape’s ten 
years of experience working with clients on collaborative issues, strongly 
suggests two reasons that conventional CRM activities only set the stage for a 
much tighter, more intimate relationship between vendor and customer: 
Collaborative Marketing: 
 

1. Sales and after sales support should be the beginning, not the end of the 
CRM process. 

2. Traditional product sales continue to evolve into combinations of product, 
service  and joint development.  

 
If customer relationships are to turn into collaborative partner relationships, both 
these dimensions demand that additional processes extend and become an 
integral part of CRM. The nature of a post-sale partnering relationship, if 
nurtured properly, can have tremendous value. 
 
Projects, with their goal-oriented tasks, help. But, typically they have limited, 
defined timeframes that constrain how – and how far -- marketing partnerships 
can grow.  The missing piece is “workflow-driven team collaboration” that takes 
the bounds off traditional projects and turns CRM into a living, breathing, 
operational, collaborative marketing process.  
 
Almost anything you can market and sell is inherently marketed and sold through 
collaborative team projects.  These on-going, iterative projects encompass 
planning, delivery, implementation, execution, and building the value your 
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company delivers to its customers.  The success of those “team projects” – the 
vehicle for collaboration -- is the most important relationship builder you have. 
 
What do we mean by “project”?  
Tom Peters, co-author of In Search of Excellence, wrote: “All white-collar work is 
project work . . . Project work is the future of the company waiting to be 
discovered.” (“The Wow Project,” Fast Company, May, 1999.)  Peters defines 
“project” broadly, far beyond the traditional, to include the kind of collaborative 
work that is needed to make Collaborative Marketing successful. A project isn’t 
just limited to the scale of an International Space Station, the Hoover dam, or 
construction of a new office building. Today, team projects really include such 
everyday work as IT developments and IS rollouts, marketing programs, HR 
initiatives, sales planning, new warehousing processes, litigation support, 
property management, or new filing systems. In truth, the list is nearly endless.  
 
What does this really have to do with Collaborative Marketing?   
Everything. Think of just a few scenarios: 
 
• A consulting firm sells a major IT engagement. But, that isn’t the ultimate 

goal. The goal is to sell more and larger projects for years to come.  So, the 
“relationship” isn’t tied to the sale enabled by your current CRM system. 
Rather, it’s based on the success of that first engagement. And, that 
engagement is a “project;” one that should continue for the life of your client 
relationship.  So you should be asking how your expensive CRM system can 
become a Collaborative Marketing mechanism to help you work with your 
client – through team collaboration -- to ensure that success. 

• An industrial manufacturer sells a large piece of capital equipment. Again, the 
foundation of the customer relationship isn’t based on the sale. It comes from 
the equipment meeting the customer’s expectations. And, that’s often a 
function of well executed installation, configuration, user training and on-
going support. Sound like another collaborative project? Does your CRM 
system help with that part of the puzzle? 

• An event management company sells booth space at an upcoming trade 
show.  There will only be a “relationship” with a client company if the show is 
successful for them. Ensuring that the complicated and interrelated plans for 
the show come off without a hitch is part of what makes it successful.  That’s 
yet another team project collaboration. 

 

Internal 
Project Work

External 
Project Work

  Customer 
Relationship
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Some projects encompass work–and a team � that is focused inside your 
organization.  Other project work focuses outside, with teams that cross 
organization boundaries. Customers sit at the intersection of those inside and 
outside tasks and team members.  That intersection is where effective 
collaboration happens and relationships get built. Think about how many pieces 
of a typical selling and deployment process � represented below � can be imagined 
and implemented more effectively through project collaboration.  
 
 

 
 
Yet, systems designed to help manage customer relationships, from the simplest 
contact manager to the most complete CRM system, stop short of helping the 
users manage the workflow-driven team collaboration generated by the 
marketing and selling cycle.  
 
Among the scores of CRM system providers, Siebel Systems, a global supplier 
of eBusiness solutions, is a dominant player. Siebel’s system is described by 
Wendy Close, former research director at Stamford, Conn.-based Gartner 
Group, as the Cadillac of CRM solutions. She says Siebel provides "an 
application suite of functionality for customer relationship management, with 
features for sales, marketing, and customer service and support . . . This 
includes features such as partner relationship management, e-sales, content 
management and e-service.” 
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The question is: Where’s the team project collaboration? The Gartner description 
talks only about the features of CRM technology.  It doesn’t describe the 
importance of how the pieces of a CRM system are used.  Doing a great job with 
the CRM processes and workflows is what’s critical to creating value for your 
customer or client.  Using the structure of a collaborative team project to 
organize and execute those processes is the key to making CRM successful.  
That’s what turns CRM into Collaborative Marketing. 
 
What’s the goal? 
Tom Peters suggests that companies define project goals this way:  
"By the time we're done with this . . . project, we'll be so close to our customers 
that they'll be our bungee-jumping buddies."  That’s Collaborative Marketing. 
Shouldn’t that be the end-point; the objective of CRM? 
The Standard asserts that “CRM isn't just about technology – it's also about 
identifying processes and coordinating various company departments.” (Alexei 
Oreskovic, “You and Your Customer,” The Standard, October 30, 2000.) 
 
Scott Nelson, VP and Distinguished Analyst of GartnerGroup, took the concept a 
step further when he outlined various rules for CRM: “…CRM is a business 
strategy that often has multiple parts of the organization touching it. 
Consequently, all those parts must pull together to maximize the effectiveness of 
the CRM initiatives . . . Involve your customers every step of the way.”  
 
Aren’t these objectives met most effectively through collaborative team projects 
that span geographic, organizational, even temporal boundaries to effect 
Collaborative Marketing? 
 
How do you do that?   
Traditional project management applications – software and web-based products 
– simply aren’t accessible to those who need help to complete the Collaborative 
Marketing equation.  They are too complex, too rigid, too difficult to learn, and 
too disruptive to everyday activities. And, for CRM-related projects, they just 
don’t work because they are too tightly structured.  Notes Tom Peters, “Only in 
magazine articles can you break down work into separate, tidy phases. In the 
real world of work, this stuff overlaps, runs together, merges, separates, and 
merges again.”   
 
What’s more, the dynamics that Peters describe – overlapping, separating, 
merging – don’t just happen once or twice or three times.  They occur again and 
again for the lifetime of your client customer or client relationship.   Gartner 
Group’s Scott Nelson points up the need for an on-going approach:  “... 
companies have to realize that CRM, by its very nature, is iterative – meaning 
that no company gets it right the first time through.”  
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This means that professionals must have the ability to collaborate – to change, 
manage and accomplish tasks on the fly, as needs arise, rather than marching 
lockstep down an unchangeable, pre-planned path.  
 
How can you make collaborative projects work? 
The customer relationship management system you have paid so dearly for can 
degenerate into chaos if these dynamic, iterative processes are not tracked and 
controlled.  If there is chaos, Collaborative Marketing becomes a fantasy. The 
keys to establishing control over chaos are to make sure that people and teams 
can do the following:  
 
• have easy visibility and access to information – documents, discussion 

threads, milestones, tasks , calendars – any time they need it 
• communicate about that information whenever the need arises.   
 
This communication – between people and teams and information – is central to 
the way SiteScape brings collaboration capabilities to team projects.  Through 
the web, SiteScape’s solution provides an immediately accessible, virtual 
environment through which people can work together from anywhere. At its core, 
it melds document management, human and automated workflows, document 
search, focused discussions, project management and flexible administrative 
tools.  
 
Now, integrate “presence”  ���the ability to know who is available via phone or 
email or instant message  �  with instant voice and web conferencing, and 
individuals or project teams can meet almost instantly in real-time based to work 
together using exactly the information they need. Imagine just a few scenarios 
and think about the implications for CRM and level of responsiveness it can bring 
to business relationships: 
 
• Problem resolution: Search on-line user profiles to identify specific 

expertise.  Know immediately which of the experts are available. Now start a 
voice and data meeting with them to resolve a customer issue. 

• Document review: An email notification – triggered by an automated 
workflow  �  is received that your team needs to review a document with its 
author.  An icon shows that the author is available, so you call her by clicking 
the icon.  You add the three team members who are also available to the 
instant meeting.  Then, together, you edit the document by sharing the 
application – any application � online.  When you’re done, document versions 
are automatically saved. 

• Brainstorming: Click on a notification to join a meeting delivered via instant 
message.  Offer and edit ideas by simultaneously whiteboarding with team 
members from your organization and your client’s.  
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• Knowledge management: Share and learn from team interactions by 
capturing instant messages, chat sessions, phone calls, meetings, 
whiteboards into a “clipboard,” then saving them to a searchable, shared 
discussion forum entry.  

 
Today, SiteScape enables users to easily add collaborative team project 
capabilities to round out their CRM systems and help them evolve to 
Collaborative Marketing systems.  
 
 
About SiteScape 
SiteScape, Inc. offers highly secure, scalable solutions for collaboration and 
knowledge management. Built on a platform-independent, web-based 
architecture, SiteScape software and hosted services fulfill the collaboration 
needs of government and corporate organizations worldwide. SiteScape 
products are the preferred collaboration solution for numerous Fortune 500 and 
Global 2000 customers, spanning industries such as government/defense, 
aerospace, oil & gas, construction, high tech, automotive, trade associations, 
and education. For more information about SiteScape, visit 
http://www.sitescape.com. 
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